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et al.: Towards a Swiss American Colony

The mill in Wiedlisbach where Ochs was born.
Credit: online at www.swisscastles.ch/bern/wiedlisbach.html

Towards a Swiss American Colony
1-Johann Rudolf Ochs (1673-1749) and his Social Network
"le meilleur graveur qui existe aujourdhuy"
(envoy Lucas Schaub, 1722)1
"involved in all Swiss colony projects"
(historian Klaus Wust, 1984) 2
The biography of Johann Rudolf Ochs (1673-1749) is a work
in progress. Despite numerous entries in Swiss dictionaries of artists
and artisans, not even a basic curriculum vitae exists. Perhaps worse,
1
With these words, the Basel-born British envoy in Paris, Lucas Schaub (16901754), recommends Ochs in 1722 to the South and North Carolina proprietor, Lord Palatin Carteret (1690 1763) , aka Lord Granville; see unpubli shed letter below.
2
Kl aus Wust , " William Byrd II and the Shipwreck of the Oliver," Newsletter of the
Swiss American Historical Society 20,2 (June 1984): 3- 19, 16.
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upon enquiry in Bern archives and libraries, surprisingly the learned
librarians could not name or locate a single work of art by the famed
Piitschiergriiber (seal engraver) or "Gemmenschneider" (cutter of gems,
or cameos) Ochs. The legendary art of the young Swiss is as elusive as
the young artist himself. This is surprising as he is usually praised as an
extraordinary artist, even as the best engraver of his time, "le meilleur
graveur qui existe aujourdhuy." Yet, so far it has been impossible to
find any primary reference to a work by Ochs, or a piece of art itself. 3
Apparently, the influential patriotic lexicographer Fliessli 4 wanted him
to be a great Swiss artist, but he as well as all his copying followers
failed in referring to his art as such.
Likewise, for many details of his biography small and grand rumors are abundant but the documentary evidence is scarce. Adding to
the problem, emphases on diverse aspects of his life have undergone
significant changes and will have to undergo future modifications.
Having said this much about the young Swiss artist, the story is quite
different in regard to the mature English artisan, the "Goldarbeiter"
( 1715: worker of/in gold) and coin engraver who as John Rudolph Ochs
worked during two decades in the London of King George (I) and, even
better documented, two more decades as "graveur" in the Royal Mint of
King George II. This is not to say that for these four later decades the
documentary evidence is complete; it is not. Only in comparison to the
utter lack of documentation for the legendary young artisan, the later
evidence may be appreciated as considerable.
The importance of this mysterious Ochs lies, however, in a
completely different field of history, a field that needs to be plowed
more thoroughly than is possible here, but one promising to yield
perhaps even more valuable a harvest than gathered in this volume.
To phrase it with a grand superlative: During the first half of the I 8 th
century the engraver HanB Rudolff Ochs-the name as recorded in
the baptismal register-from Bern 5 was one of the three most in-

3
The closest document that might be considered of some relevance is the [later]
Johann Rudolph Schellenberg ( 1740-1806) etching of Johann Rudolf Ochs; the portrait of
the young man is surrounded by garlands and four or six oval Gemmen, or cameos.
4
Johann Caspar Fiiesslins Geschichte der besten Kiinstler in der Schweitz [ ...],
nebst Anhang . (Zurich: Orell, Gessner, Fiiessli und Comp. , 1769-1779); Vol. 4 (1774),
86-90.
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fluential Swiss promoters of emigration to America, the other two
being his early partners, the veteran explorer Frantz Ludwig Michel
(1675-1716?) 6 and the drug and spice merchant7 Georg Ritter (16671723).8
Until recently, this triumvirate was known to historians mostly-often with French or English names-through the fate of another man from Bern: their hapless Carolina collaborator, baptized
Christoffel von Graffenried (1661-1743). 9 Graffenried's bilingual
memoirs 10 have served to remember him more than the others, to
be sure, and many a historian kindly obliged and took the "Landgrave's" self-serving narratives and apologies for documentary history. Graffenried's subjective memoirs are, however, highly selective;
he does not mention Ochs ever although the latter is at least once a
co-signer with Graffenried, Michel and the explorer and author John
Lawson (1674-1711). This occurs on a hitherto unpublished October
10, 1709, document with the English commissioners charged with
the care for thousands of "Palatine" refugees from Germany. The involvement of Carolina surveyor Lawson indicates that the province
Carolina is the new goal of all the Swiss involved. This, however,
does not end their previous interest in establishing a Swiss colony in
Pennsylvania or Virginia.

5
He was baptized on September 2, 1673 , Burger Taufrodel 1671-1689, X, St. A. B.
B XIII 526, 71 :3 LDS film 2005344; godparents are listed as HanB Rudolph Bucher, HanB
Rudolph von Graffenried , Jfr. Anna Ruhener.
6
See Andreas Mielke, ed., Michel's Mysterious Min es, in Pennsylvania Mennonite
Heritage 34,2(2011 ).
7
The German word "Spezierer" identifies him as a specialist merchant of pharmaceuticals which probably included "species" of exotic spices. Ritter's brother Johann
Jacob was a physician ( 1661-1748).
8
For updated information on Ritter see Mielke, Michel's Mysterious Mines.
9
Burger Taufrode l der Stadt Bern , 1657-1671, IX, St. A. B. B Xlll 525 , 144:6, LDS
2005344. For two rather benevolent assessments of Graffenried's Carolina adventures see
Leo Schelbert, "The Enmeshment of Five Worlds, 1710-1713: The Making of New Bern
in Southern lroquoia," in : Three Hundred Years New Bern = Swiss American Historical
Society Review 45 ,1 (2009): 8-56; H. Dwight Page, "The Tercentenary of New Bern,"
SAHS Review 46,2 (2010): 36-104.
'° Christoph von Graffenried's Account of the Founding of New Bern, edited with
an Historical Introduction and an English Translation by Vincent H. Todd [ ... ]; electronic
edition online .
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Contrary to the landgrave's present fame, the relevant Swiss
American colonization initiatives did not originate with Graffenried;
they came from the other three men, the men younger than Graffenried.
The Bernese triumvirate mentioned above appears together first in the
manuscript volume that contains Michel's report of hi s journey to and
from Virginia 1701-1702 . Between December 1702 and January 1703,
the fast traveler reported back to his teenage brother HanB Ludwig
(1684-1742) in Bern who wrote down what he heard and as he heard it
under the title, "Kurtzer Bericht uber die Amerikanische Reiss," short
report on the American journey.''
Following this report in the same volume and written in the same
hand are two Michel letters to Ochs from 1703 (out of England) and
1704 (out of Maryland) as well as a copy of Georg Ritter's French letter with a colonization proposal to a Geneva Huguenot of fame, Henri,
Marquis du Quesne (1652-1722). 12 In September 1704 Ritter established
his (only recently discovered) first contacts with England through the
Prussian embassy with its Swiss diplomats, ambassador Ezechiel Spanheim (1629-1710) and his nephew Ludwig Friedrich (Louis Frederick)
Bonet (1670-1762). In 1707 Ritter mentions Michel, Ochs and himself
as the only persons active in their colonial endeavor. 13

The Bipp and Oberbipp Family Ochs
Whereas Michel and Ritter biographies were recently updated in
our Michel issue of the Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage, "Michel's
Mysterious Mines," 14 the known Ochs biographies are, as a rule, lacking in quality and filled with an abu ndance of mis-information. HansJakob Leu 's Swiss lexicon of 1758 mentions three members of the
11
The spelling of foreign words as heard ("Jaco" for Jacqueau, "Jnschen" for Indian,
etc.) makes HanB Ludwig co-author of Frantz Ludwig's report. The call number for the
entire manuscript is: Mss.h.h.X. 152 . - BurgerTaufrodel der Stadt Bern, I67 1-1689 , X, St.
A. 8. 8 XIII 526, 440:5 , LDS film 2005345; see also Historisch-biographisches Lexikon
der Schweiz 5 (Neuenburg: Administration des Historisch-biographischen Lexikons der
Schweiz, 1929), 110-112.
12
See Notes and Queries , Medium of lnter=Communication, For Literary Men,
Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, etc. 13 ( 1859): 73-74.
13
See Geza Schiltz, "Additions to the History of the Swiss Colonization Projects in
Carolina," North Carolina Historical Review 10,2 (1933): 133-4 1.
14
See note 6.
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Herrliberger 1754
Bipp Castle where Hans Ochs, Senior, was Landvogt. Credit: www.swisscastles.
ch/bern/bipp .html [Dav id Herrliberger, I 697-1777 J

Ochs family of the City Republic of Bern, without even trying to suggest their relationships. 15 Hans Ochs is mentioned as a captain of "representatives" or "auxiliaries" who in 1652 moved to Mi.ilhausen; he
became a member of the Grand Council of Bern and in 1654 Landvogt
at Bipp . 16
This Bipp bailage is located north of Wangen an der Aare. The small
villages Bipp and Wiedlisbach dot the municipality Oberbipp in the Bern
Republic, today a township in the Oberaargau administrative district in
Switzerland. 17 "Bern established the administration with four districts:
15
Hans Jacob Leu , ed., Allge111ei11es Eydgenussisches oder Schweitzerisches Lexicon[ ...]. Theil 14 (Zilrich: Dentzler, 1758), 323.
16
Karl H. Flatt, " Kleinstiidtisc he Wirtschaft im Ancien Regime am Be ispiel von
Wangen a.A.," Jahrbuch des Oberaargaus 27 ( 1984): 175-196, 179.
17
Cf. Albert Jahn, C/zro11ik oder geschichtliche, ortskundliche und statistische Beschreibung des Kantons Bern , a/ten Theils (Bern: Stiimpfli; Zilrich: Friedrich SchultheB,
1857),403.
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the stewardships Wangen, Aarwangen, Bipp and Landshut ." We shall
see that a good number of Ochs's contacts lived in these four districts
along the Aare. The temporary Lords appointed by the Bern government
of these and other districts were usually called Landvogt, often with locally defined variations of their rights and obligations. Thus we find the
position Landvogt variously translated as bailiff, castle proprietor, castellan, governor, mayor, steward; a modern designation could be "township
supervisor" 18 -and, depending on the governing skills of the Landvogt,
with a more or less profitable land around his castle residence.
In addition to Landvogt Hans Ochs, lexicographer Leu knows two
men named Rudolf Ochs; one "in the current century was an artistic engraver of seals; and a third member of the same name, Rudolf, who had
a description of the country Carolina printed in Bern." 19 Biographers
following Leu agree that the two men named Rudolf are one and the
same person: The seal engraver Rudolf is indeed also the author Johann
Rudolf Ochs of the guide to Carolina, his Americanischer Wegweiser,
published in Bern in 1711.20
We don't know where chronicler Johann Leuenberger found that
Landvogt Ochs married Eva Lerber and cannot substantiate a 1654
baptism. 2 1 According to his Chronik des Amtes Bipp, the Landvogt
Ochs bought the Wiedlisbach mill off the brothers Allemann in 1656
and remained owner until the state [Bern] bought it in 1679 and made
it a heritage lean .22 His miller in Wiedlisbach was Jakob Hug (married
to Maria Kuhn) who was accepted as citizen of Wiedlisbach on June
22, 1656. He remained the mill's proprietor, or Lehenmuller , to 1668. 23

18
Anne-Marie Dubler, " Die Freiweibel im Oberaargau: Einhe imische in der bernischen Landesverwaltung," Jahrbuch des Oberaargaus 43 (2000): 71-94; 73 .
19
Allgemeines Eydgenossisches oder Schweitzerisches Lexicon[ ... ] 14 (Ziirich: Dentzler, 1758), 323. "Kiinstlich," translated literally, means artificial ; here artistic is meant.
20
Ochs refers to his authorship in a memorial of March 12, 1736, see Colonial Records
of North Carolina 4: 1734-1752 (Raleigh, NC: Hale, 1886, repr. Wilmington : 1993), 159-162.
21
Leuenberger, Chronik des Amtes Bipp: "am 29. Oktober 1654 [wurde] in der
Kirche zu Oberbipp ein Sohnchen namens Hans getauft." Chronik des Amtes Bipp (Bern:
Obrecht, 1904), 178.
22
Leuenberger, Chronik des Amtes Bipp, 778, see also Karl H. Flatt, "Kleinstadtische
Wirtschaft im Ancien Regime am Beispiel von Wangen a.A .," Jahrbuch des Oberaargaus
27 (1984): 175-196.
23
Leuenberger, Chronik des Amtes Bipp: "Jakob Hug, Lehenmiiller von I 656- I 668 ,
cop. mit Maria Kuhn, wurde am 22. Juni 1656 als Burger von Wiedlisbach angenommen ."
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Ochs baptism entry in Bern church book. Credit: LOS film 2005344.

It is not quite clear when and how Ochs's sons Johannes (b. 1636) and
Samuel (b. 1638) inherited the mill. Son Johannes (=Hans) Ochs, who
in 1659 married Kath. Fellenberg in Oberbipp, may have been appointed as Landvogt like his father. Alternatively, and more likely, Leuenberger is mistaken and Hans Ochs junior was no Landvogt. That would
mean that Samuel was not the "brother of the bailiff," but rather next to
Hans/Johannes another son of old Landvogt Hans Ochs.
Samuel married Esther Koch on March 10, 1662, in Bremgarten.
The family lived in the large Wiedlisbach building known as a mill. Their
children include Eva Rosyna, baptized on March 7, 1664, and Samuel
who was baptized on January 19, 1666. 24 Apparently, in the same year
Samuel Ochs lost his licence to serve wine. 25 Esther and Samuel became
the parents of the later artisan and author Johann Rudolf Ochs in 1673;
he was baptized HanB Rudolff on September 2. Witnesses were HanB
Rudolph Bucher, HanB Rudolff von Graffenried, and Anna Ruhener. 26
Nothing is known of his youth; although in 1679 he might have been
aware of the sale of the mill on February 13, 1679, and likely festivities
associated with it. The brothers Hans and Samuel Ochs sold the mill
at Wiedlisbach with all its parts to the state of Bern for the impressive
value of 12,000 pounds and 500 pounds gratuity.27
Whereas documentary evidence regarding his early professional
career is painfully lacking, the growth of his family can be better documented. When Rudolff Ochs marries widow Anna Katharina Niclaus,
24
Son Samuel died on July 18 , 1734, see Bern Burger Todte Rode) 1719-1777, St.
A . B . B Xlll 535, 54, LOS film 2005349 .
25
See Anne Marie Dubler, Das Recht im Oberaargau: Landvogteien Wangen,
Aarwangen und Lane/shut, Landsvogtei Bipp (Basel: Schwabe, 2001), 728-729 [online].
26
Burger Taufrodel X 1671-1689 , S. A. B. B Xlll 526, 71 :3 ; LOS film 2005344 .
27
The Online Inventory of the State Archives of the Canton of Bern confirms the sale.
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Ochs marriage entry in Bremgarten church book.
Credit: LOS film #2005303.

born Lerber, on May 5, 1702, he is nearly thirty years of age . Son David
Ochs is baptized in Bern on November 18, 1702.28
Traditionally, historians have identified the bride Lerber as a Catherine
of the David Lerber family. The name of Mrs. Ochs, however, is always
given as "Anna Katharina," consistently in the relevant church books that
record her marriage to Ochs and the baptisms of their eight children. We
thus prefer the alternative that Johann Rudolf Ochs's father-in-law is Daniel
("der Elteste") who on April 30, 1675 had brought a daughter to church to
be baptized as "Joh.[<inserted] Anna Catharina." His wife is Susanna von
Graffenriedt and the godparents are recorded as Anthoni Wlirstenberger,
Johanna Franzoise [?] Jenner, nee von Graffenried and Anna Cathr: [R?],
nee von DieBbach.29 In 1678, both Daniel and David Lerber are recorded as
brothers of the late Jakob Lerber and of a sister Aenneli .30 Both Daniel and
David Lerber also served as Bern's Landvogte.

Social Network
In the month immediately following the birth of David to the newly-wed Ochs couple, Michel, the son of the late Landvogt in Burgdorf,
28

See J . H. Graf, "Franz Michel Michel [sic] von Bern und seine ersten Reisen nach
Amerika, 1701-1704: Ein Beitrag zur Vorgeschichte der Gri.indung von New=Berne," in:
Neues Berner Taschenbuch auf das Jahr 1898 (Ed. Heinrich Ti.irler, Bern: K. J . Wyss,
1897), 59-144: " Herrn Landvogt David Lerber und Frau Catharina Schmaltz Tochter, des
Pfarrers Niklaus in Affoltern, Wittwe." We confirmed that Johann Niclaus was pastor
since 1689, he died in 1701, s. Tauff=Rodel der Kirch=Gemeinde GroBAffolteren [ ...]
1719-1782, St. A. 8. K Gross-affoltern 4, LOS film 2005246 .
29
Burger Taufrodel der Stadt Bern , 1671-1689, X, St. A. 8. 8 XIII 526, 128:3, LOS
film 2005345.
3
Karl Ludwig von Lerber, Geschichtliche Belege iiber das Geschlecht von Lerow,
Lerower, Lerwer [. .. ] (1873), 221.

°
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returned home from his journey to Virginia and told his young brother
and scribe everything he wanted to share. (There are some curious
gaps in the narrative .) Michel 's sub sequent letters to Johann Rudolf
Ochs also suggest that the engraver may well have been a first listener
to the traveler 's oral reports, told between December 1702 and February 1703 , or a first reader. Michel's two letters to Ochs of 1703 and
1704 document a common interest in matters American, including the
intent to emi grate and establi sh a Swiss colony in Pennsylvania, or
beyond .31 The correspondent's respectful style of addressing Ochs on
the one hand , and the careful copies made into the manusc ript volume
kept and updated by Miche l's teenage brother may indicate furthermore that Michel 's reports are not merely curious tales for entertainment in the long winter nights of 1702/03 but rather meant as at least
potential business documents on which to base future collaborative
enterpri ses.
We do not know much about the relationship between the parochial
artisan Ochs with hi s miniature sculptures and the far-traveling veteran Michel with hi s great explorations. We note that they share a grand vision of
a Swiss colony in America for humanitarian reasons, but we can only guess
how and how much they knew each other in Bern or how they became acquainted in the first place . In lieu of any documentation we suggest a social
link that connects the two different characters to one or another Landvogt
along the Aare districts in the north-east corner of the Bern Republic.
This network connects them with a number of related characters
in the seco nd half of the l 7' h century. On hi s first journey to America
in 1701-02, for example, Michel meets the "s isters Lerber" in Virginia, supposedly the exiled grandchildren of a Landvogt Lerber in Bern .
(The mother may have died on the journey ; and one girl may have
been her grandchild.) 32 On hi s seco nd journey to America, the beginnin g of which Michel describes to Ochs in hi s 1704 letter, the veteran
traveler meets young relatives of the gunsmith Bondeli3 3 and of Con31

Michel 's first letter to Ochs is from London in Queen Anne's England; the second
is dated May 20, 1704 in Arundel, Maryland; both were first published by J . H. Graf.
32
Albert Bernhardt Faust and Gaius Marcus Brumbaugh, Lists of Swiss Emigrants
in the Eighteenth Cenlury to the American Colonies, Vol. 2, From the State Archives
of Bern and Basel, Switzerland (Washington, D.C.: The National Genealogical Society,
1925) , 2-4 .
33 Andreas Mielke and Sandra Yelton, "Pequea's Bundeli, Delaware's Bundelin ,"
Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage 33,2 (A pril 20 10): 35 and 45.
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Here, Ochs'sfather-in-law Lerber was Landvogt. Credit: www.swisscastles.ch

rad Mathey in Germantown, Pennsylvania. 35 Johann Rudolf Bondeli
(1682-1759) is related to Samuel Bondeli, 1662 Landvogt in Wangen;
and young Mathey is assumed to be Conrad (b. 1682), the son of the
1674-1680 Landvogt in Wangen, Johann Conrad Mathey and his wife,
nee Esther Jenner. 34
Michel, himself a son of the Landvogt of Burgdorf, reports these encounters to his correspondent Ochs whose wife is a daughter of a Landvogt
Lerber in Landshut (on the Aare). A few years later, during his third stay
in London in 1709, Michel and a son of yet another Landvogt at Wangen
become mutual witnesses to their respective naturalization in England.36
"Henri Friderich Fischer de Riquebac" is the son of arguably the most famous Landvogt of them all, both of Bipp and of Wangen, Beat Fischer

34
R. Martin Keen , "Hans Rudolf Bundeli and the Mennonite Migration of 1710,"
Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage 33 ,4 (Oct. 20 I 0): 12-23 .
35
William J . Hinke misidentifies these men, "Report of the Journey of Francis Louis
Michel, from Berne, Switzerland, to Virginia, Oct. 2, 1701-Dec. I, 1702," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography [=VMHB] 24,1 (Jan. 1916): 1-43 ; VMHB 24,2 (Apr. 1916):
113-141; VMHB 24,3 (Oct. 1916): 275-303 .
36
For Michel's and Fischer's naturalization see Michel's Mysterious Min es, 4010
.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol48/iss2/3
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Wang en an der Aare. Credit: Albrecht Kauw ( 1621-1681 ), http://www.swisscastles.
ch/bern/wangenaaare .html

(1641-1698, von Reichenbach), the founder of the time's most successful
Swiss postal services. 37 All these children of this or another Landvogt are
related not by blood or genes-although some may be-but rather by their
social class, the patticular Bern class of the bourgeois elite.38
1636-1642

16531654-1660
1657-1663

1662-1668
1675
1669 1675

Johannes Bundeli Landvogt in Aarwangen [East of Wangen].
[Michel meets grandson J. Rudolph Bondeli (b. 1684) in
Germantown.]
Beat Fischer is Landvogt in Bipp [across the Aare, North of
Wangen] .
Hans (Rudolf) Ochs is Landvogt in Bipp [North of Wangen] .
[His son Samuel is father of J. Rudolf Ochs.]
David Bourgeois is "governor" (or Landvogt) in Oron
[South of Wan gen] . [Michel meets granddaughters ("Lerber
sisters") in Virginia 170 I.]
Samuel Bondeli is Landvogt in Wangen.
David Lerber (sr.) is Landvogt in Landshut [West of Wangen].
Emanuel von Graffenried is Landvogt in Lenzburg [East of
Wangen].

37

Beat Fischer founded a monopolizing post service in Bern , the "Fischerpost;" see
Wikipedia .
38
This is not the same elite as the Bern government, an elite that could jealously
guard its traditional privileges and reward or reject whomever it associated with-as Christoph von Graffenried learned when he went to England without father Anton's blessing.
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1674-1680
1680-1686
1684-1690
~16901690-1696
~1692
1700
1702-1708

Hans Conrad Matthey is Landvogt in Wangen. [Michel meets
son Mathey in Germantown, 1704.]
Beat Fischer is Landvogt in Wangen [later in Reichenbach] .
[Michel is naturalized in 1709 with son Heinr. Friedr. Fischer.]
David Michel is Landvogt in Gottstatt 39 [West of Wan gen].
[Michel visits Bondeli and Mathey in Germantown, 1704.]
David Lerber is Landvogt in Landshut [West of Wangen].
[Daughter Marie marries J . Jacob Matthey.]
Johann Anton von Graffenried is Landvogt in Bipp [North
of Wangen].
Ludwig Lerber is Landvogt in Aarwangen [East of Wan gen].
Emanuel von Graffenried is mayor in Bern [Southwest ofWangen].
Christoph v. Graffenried is Landvogt in Yverton [distant
from the others]. [Michel meets partner in London 1709/10 .]

Two letters from Frantz Ludwig Michel [F. Ludwig] to Johann
Rudolf Ochs are appended to the manuscript prepared by the young
HanB Ludwig Michel [HanB L.], the American Journey as told by his
older brother. What follows below are new translations of these letters.40 They show common interests in several aspects and thus a prior
"mental proximity" of the two otherwise quite different men, writer
Michel and reader Ochs. Both are interested in becoming known to
William Penn-albeit not necessarily for the same reasons-and both
are interested in establishing a colony in America. Needless to say,
both Swiss are also interested in gaining profits from their endeavors.
Lacking biographical data , these letters open a unique window
into the world of Ochs that allows, more than chronological dates, a
view scanning his mental horizons. As tempting as it may be, we will,
however, not characterize the Ochs-Michel relationship as "only" a
friendship: the possibility cannot be excluded that Michel "serves"
Ochs as a)-perhaps paid-contact with Penn and/orb) as-perhaps
paid-explorer of America for the purpose of finding a suitable place
for a Swiss colony. Neither the 18 th century terms of endearment nor
the terms of respect allow conclusions as to their actual relationship:
Michel addresses the recipient of his letter with the respectful and
formal Herr, which may properly translated as "Mister" or "Sir"
(rather than as "Lord" as in Herr Gott). At the same time he uses
39

Albert Jahn considers the bailage Gottstatt third class; see his Chronik oder geschichtliche, ortskundliche und statistische Beschreibung des Kantons Bern (Bern, Ziirich: 1857).
40
Hinke's pioneering translation has too many mistakes to name here. [See note 33.]
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personal terms of endearment that indicates a strong personal relationship.41

2-Michel's German Letter to Ochs:
From London, May 6/16, 1703
HanB L. Michel copied these letters under a heading, "Diverse
letters which since the new departure of my brother from Berne, that is
February 14, 1703, arrived from London and America and addressed to
Mr. Ochs, his correspondent. The first letter is from London, dated May
6/16, 1703." He copied it without any address line:
Please do not interpret my failure regarding correspondence negatively. I've had a package prepared already in Rotterdam wherein was
enclosed a thorough report with a map of the city of Philadelphia, in
which one could find detailed information, in short, a complete guide
for those who want to travel there. Since then, I got hold of two additional [reports] . As the post in Holland would not accept this except
at much too high a rate, I found it advisable to keep it until I have the
decision and oral confirmation from Mr. William Penn,42 and can then
send all through Mr. Gaudot4 3 as a complete report. Thus far I have been
unable to have an audience with him [Penn], but I have been requested
to appear in the mornings. I have handed in a memorial, in which the
matter is presented in the best possible form. I am now waiting with
eagerness for the outcome.
Otherwise I enquired to my satisfaction about the land and am decided to sail with a Pennsylvania ship that will leave within two months.
I found it annoying that twelve days ago I had to see the fleet leave for
America and could not go along.
Still I am very puzzled about the procedure44 against the above mentioned Governor Penn, who is sued in court here, and I have already seen
41

Such seeming contradiction of personal and formal addresses is rare today.
Considering the time's sectarian schisms and the innumerable diatribes against
Mennonites, Pietists, Quakers and others, the ease with which both Ochs and Michel deal
with the Quaker Penn can only mean that they could not care less about whatever details
concerned the pamphleteers .
43
Mr. Gaudot has not been identified, but see note 88 below.
44
Michel may refer to an official court trial here, or procedures concerning Penn 's
debts and his house- or city-arrest.
42
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printed tracts that expose him and those in his favor in Pennsylvania in the
most hurtful and meanest manner. In these, he and his people are accused
of many shameful acts, both in government and church affairs. Many
think that the so-called Quakers there along with the Governor are in
danger of losing the freedom they had for so long. 45 I shall have to give
you a sufficient report about one detail or another before my departure
from here.
Two weeks ago I addressed a letter to Mr. Gaudot, but he informed
me yesterday that the mail-boat of the 16th , upon which the letter was,
had unfortunately been taken, not far from Starwitz [Harwich] .46 I wanted to enclose to you a few words in haste, otherwise, if I had the time, I
would write you a more detailed and longer report in the hope that such
liberty taken will be [interpreted] in my favor.
I cannot omit to mention what happened between Holland and
here, and how this short trip turned out to be so full of dangers and
much misfortune. Many had to wait ten weeks for wind; I had to stay
three weeks lying in Rotterdam and Briel. Finally, on a Sunday, that is
the 15 th N .S. [New Style ],4 7 there was such wild weather that many ships
lying with us before Briel had to go back to Rotterdam because they
were driven off anchor. One drifting ship ran against our ship with such
violence that the rear mast was thrown off. In the evening we saw the
sad English fleet that consisted of about eighty ships laden mostly with
grains and textile materials, driven by the strong wind from the sea into
the Maas. There, twenty-two ships that could not reach the mouth of the
Riviere ran completely aground, and others got stuck on the sandbanks .
Some were soon broken to pieces so that the Maas in a few hours was
floating with grains,48 bread chests, cannons from the ships, and such.
On the 18 th , we got some good wind and sailed with sixty merchant
ships, two convoy vessels and a transporter into the sea. On the 20 th in
the morning, the fleet from London to Rotterdam met us, about eighty
ships in number. But, in the afternoon, when we still were ten hours
from land, we discovered seven ships with the wind towards us and ap45
The danger was real, at one point Penn wanted to sell his proprietorship back to
the crown . Queen Anne's government refused the offer.
46
The feared takers may have been the French navy or freel ancing buccaneers .
47
"New Sty[," is one of the few cases that English is-nearly correct-used in the
Michel manuscript. Or is it the Swiss German spelling of a teenager?
48
"Corn" here means grains such as wheat , rye, etc.
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proaching with full sail. We soon also saw that they were French which
rather frightened us .49 Our two convoys sailed ahead of the fleet to wait
on them . Finally they came so near that our people realized that they
were not strong enough for them , because they were four large ships
and three privateers . Hence they sailed as best they could right through
the French fleet and all followed, and half of the fleet was cut off.
The front part, in which I was, continued our course to Norwich ,
the rear ran hither and thither. The privateers took eight or ten of them .
The warships also met and shot very rapidly upon our commander
Salisbury.so After a considerable battle he surrendered , as did the transporter, with thirty pieces of cannon. As the weather was rainy and dark
[gloomy], we soon did not see them any longer. We reached England
sti ll before night so that in the end on thi s short trip more unpleasant
things happened to me than on my entire journey.
Mr. Gaudot show s me much kindness because of your consideration and recommendation. I would wish to show him corresponding
love in return. He asked me about the stones, and knew that you had
given them to me to take along [to Penn]. It was, however, not good to
trust.s 1 As soon as there will be an opportunity I shall report through Mr.
Gaudot one thing or another and send
the tobacco mentioned and make every possi ble preparation for what will
contribute to good progress and buy all
kinds of goods of whose usefu lness I
am aware. Meanwhile, I shall not forget
you , Sir, but will make the best possible
arrange ments the sooner the dearer to
receive you there shortly.
More with the next. Commending
you to the Divine providence, I remain ,
Yours ready and willing [to serve],
William Penn. Credit: www.
L. Michel
themoralliberal .com

49
T his is, of course, the time of Queen Anne's War ( 1702-1714), also known as
"War of the Spanish Succession ."
50
In 1702, Charles Salisbury, master of the sh ip Friendship , was sailing to Virginia; see also Charles Dalton , English Army Lists and Commission Registers, 1661-1714
(Longon: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1892- 1904), Vol. 5 ( 1902), 46.
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3-Michel's German letter to Ochs:
From Arundel Conti, Maryland, May 20/30, 1704
HanB L. Michel's brief transitory sentence reads in translation,
"Now follows the second letter, that was dated May 20/30, 1704, Arundel County in Maryland, and sent to above mentioned Mr. Ochs ." 52
Special and Worthy Sir and Friend: Next to my friendly greeting
and the hope that you, Sir, will receive this as a small sign of our unextinguishable acquaintance and friendship in the desired condition. 53
The great distance does not bar me to refresh at times our old union of
mind. Especially, when I hope that I shall in due time be able to receive
such a worthy friend in my soon finished cabin, not one built according
to new fashion, to be sure, but according to the old simplicity.54
It is not my intention now to write at length, although the material
is not wanting, because I am still at work to fulfill my promise to send,
God willing, a sufficient report and guide next year, with which I have
already made a good beginning. I hope that those who might be willing
to visit, or are thinking of visiting, these lands, may it be for profit , out
of curiosity or for settlement, will not cause harm.
It was not possible to investigate everything thoroughly in this
short time, next to my private businesses and journeys. Besides that, I
am now equipped for a new exploration.55 I shall therefore, as briefly
as possible, give a summary of what has happened to me since, fearing
that, if I should pass it by entirely with silence until completion [of my
journey], you would not take it well and believe that I had no regard for
our agreement. 56

51

Apparently, Michel trusts that Ochs will not reveal hi s mistrust of Goudot to the

latter.
52

The Manuscript has Arundel Conti .
The respectful but distancing Herr seems to contradict the cordial friendship .
54
This is the first time that Ochs appears as a potential visitor in or emigrant to
America; three decades later Ochs still thinks of emigrating but there is no evidence that
he ever went, claims to the contrary notwithstanding .
55
Entdeckung means dis-covery; taken literally, Miche l's purpose is the finding
of something new, not the exploring something already known. Yet , he seems to know
exactly where he is going; Penn may have asked him to check out the country he [Penn]
hoped to be part of his proprietary lands.
56
The precise agreement cannot even be guessed.
53
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Concerning the journey from England, the same was very hard,
partly because of the inconvenient winter time. On August 20 th of last
year, I went on board the "Hopewell" at Gravesend. Contrary winds
kept us at Downs , Portsmouth and other places till the beginning of October. On the 4 th of said month we lost sight of the land. For a time we
had a great heat and calm, because we were a little south, namely on the
27 th degree. We spent a long time with tacking and made no progress,
until we came north , where we had such unu sually long-lasting winds
for five weeks, with the exception of a few days, that the ships could not
keep company together.
This distressing weather scattered our fleet to such a degree that
even now ships are still arriving, which because of lack of water, loss of
masts, diseases and other such events were forced to seek land at Bermudos, Barbados, Carolina and other places. The loss of the ships has
already been reported and there are too many accounts to repeat here.
The governor here was on board of the commander's ship that arrived
here only four weeks ago. 57 We were about one hundred sails strong,
among which were four warships, but some left us and sailed to Guinea .
As to our ship, it was one of the best; it was the second to reach land,
that is on January 16 th • Such a long and dangerous passage is unusual.
My daily journal with all details will follow with the next opportunity.
We found such an unusual cold here , but only for five days ,58 as I have
never seen. Most of the waters were frozen and hence I was forced to
postpone my journey to Pennsylvania until spring and get a house here.
As my long stay in Holland and England had given me opportunity
to buy all kinds of necessaries, the local residents soon learned of it.
Besides, European goods and wares are very expensive in war times,
but especially this year. They practically forced me to offer them for
sale. Contrary to expectation, they were in demand and went with good
profit. It was proclaimed that never before had such diverse commodities [Kommblichkeiten] been seen. What goods are to be brought here
profitably and what else is needed will have to be reported as stated
above .59
57

Governor of Maryland from 1704 to 1709 was Colonel John Seymour; he succeeded Thomas Tench and was succeeded by Edward Lloyd .
58
Hinke , 293, has "even five days ago."
59
A list of goods is not known but it is conceivable that the list Ochs recommends
in his Americanischer Wegweiser probably resembles such a list.
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After I had traded most of my wares , I traveled with the rest to
Pennsylvania, about sixty hours distant from here. With the exception
of eight English miles it is possible, however, to go there by water. After
my arrival I soon sold the rest of my merchandise altogether and even
more advantageously than in Maryland. Nothing can be bought [=sold]
for under 50 percent, yea most goods bring more than 100 percent profit. How easily, then, can one who is informed of the local business make
money! Philadelphia is a city of twenty-two years, whose growth and
fame is to be preferred to most English-American cities. I was amazed
to see the difference with other cities in this country, in view of its size,
huge buildings, daily construction of new houses and ships, the regularity of the streets, the abundance of food at a much lower price than
in the neighboring towns. Most importantly, there is such an influx of
people from other provinces which is mostly due to the liberty which all
foreigners have to trade, to believe and to live as each understands it,
and also because the money has 50 per cent more value. 60
Six miles from here lies a large village, a mile long, named Germantown61 where almost all inhabitants are Germans. A Frankfurt company62 bought 30,000 acres (Jucharten) land 63 with this objective, that,
when they and their people should be compelled through war, religion,
or other events to leave their home and fatherland, they there find acertain and safe residence. 64
Among other acquaintances, I found the sons of bailiff Matheyj3 65
from Heimbhausen and of gunsmith Bundeli,66 who had come here a
60

Here Michel sounds as if he were Penn's advertising agent. Perhaps he was?
Germantown was founded in 1682 by the Pietist lawyer Frantz Daniel Pastorius
( 1651-1720) of the Frankfurt Land Compagnie.
62
Following a visit by William Penn in Germany, the Frankfurt or Pennsylvania Land
Company was founded by the Calvinist Hanau manufacturers Daniel Behaghel ( 1625-1698)
and Johannes Van de Walle and their pious relatives along the Rhine in Frankfurt, Kain,
Duisburg, and Wesel. Their main pietist Lutheran partners were the lawyers Pastorius and
Johann Jacob Schlitz, Prof. Johann Wilhelm Petersen and his wife Eleanor von Merlau .
63
Juchart is an old Swiss and southern German measure of land ; the word is based
on the area that can be ploughed by a yoke [loch ] of oxen in a day. [in a morning?]
64
We know of no other source that mentions such a " purpose" of the Frankfurt
Land Company, but a similar idea might indeed have guided the benevolent investors .
65
William J. Hinke's translation of the sentence misidentifies the Swiss: "Among
other acquaintances I met there the prefect Matthey of Heimbhausen ( 17) and the sons of
the gunsmith Bondeli (18) who arrived here some time ago from New England." Correct
is that Michel only meets two sons, one of the prefect and one of the gunsmith.
66
See R. Martin Keen, note 34; and Mielke/Yelton , note 33.
61
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short time ago from New England. Since they were rather inexperienced
in their undertaking, they have had little profit thus far so far but are, despite of that , of good hope and have already rather improved their newly
purchased farm of one hundred acres, which they bought for the sum
of twenty doubloons. I found the place very convenient, partly because
it is near the city, partly because it is just like living in Germany. Three
large tracts of land of equal size adjoining each other were also for sale
at a small price. I found the place convenient and intended-until a better opportunity-to live in the neighborhood of the aforesaid estates .
The reason why I returned to Maryland is to take in or draw in my debts
completely. The main reason is the now beginning journey to the still rather
unknown western regions, of which the Indians here know to tell wonders,
on account of high mountains, where wann waters, rich minerals, fe1tile land,
large rivers and an abundance of game are found. To that end I associated
myself with eight well-experienced Englishmen and four Savages, together
with eight horses, two of which are to carry furs at my expense.67
Although we are taking provisions for not even six days, we do
not expect to return before four weeks. Game, however, is so common
that daily one faces more than one can use. Some have the intention to
take up land, as do I, if it is feasible. Others go to hunt, some to discover
mines. 68 I for my part go to satisfy my old curiosity, to seek out unknown
things and to collect the wonders of nature, as I have already not a small
number of specimens that cannot be seen without amazement. Last evening I shot two raccoons in a tree. I have also a live opossum. It carries
its young in an open belly and lets them out and in again at will. 69 I am
quite of the opinion that the government or mostly private persons will
in time get a better knowledge of this country. How praiseworthy and
easy would it be to establish a colony similar to that of other nations,
which would bring more glory and praise than to send a large number to
67

We conclude then that this expedition was not moving west on horseback, but on foot.
Michel 's two admitted interests are the taking up of land , if feasible, and the
pursuit of curiosities . Contrary to uncountable assertions, he is primarily not interested
in mines . His misfortune is , that historians tend to see Michel through the eyes of partner
Graffenried.
69
Translating texts from the I 8 th century is not always easy as not only foreign
words are spelled in unusual ways: " Abends schoB lch 2. Ragun [racoon] auf Einem baum
habe auch Ein Bassoon [opossum] im Leben , so seine Junge in Einem offenen Bauch
tragt und selbige .ill!..!lli!/ll und wieder Einnimbt wan Es will." Few dictionaries will list the
words here underlined , if any.
68
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the butcher block just for money. We think it may be an honor; other
nations, however, speak of it differently. What was the intent of Hollanders, Swedes, Finns, Germans etc. and other nations, which send
people to this country, other than to be able to use such places in case
of need.
I have already noticed sufficiently how willingly the English government would consent to that [idea]. Who has more reason to look for
expansion and places of retreat than just our country? I cannot but conclude than the authorities become guilty in that they do not assist in this
matter with word and deed the many empty hands and hungry bellies.
How easy it would be to present a proposal to the English Crown, the
answer would soon show whether it is feasible or not.
It is always sad that such a large country, suitable for mostly all
kinds of fruits, remains so unsettled. But it is necessary that people
should not be deceived by some who came to this country, not knowing themselves what they wanted to do here who had empty and lazy
hands. Such people are an injury and obstacle to the many. But what do
those do, of whom a considerable number is found, who not only bring
nothing into the country, but are bound for a time to serve, and yet in
few years acquire more than one can acquire in the best countries?7°
There is absolutely no hunger among the people, though the cattle
suffered much want this spring, yet only among those who owned too
large a number of them and had no supply for the long winter. One
man who owned 103 heads of cattle lost 102 heads, the last he gave
away for naught.
I must close, commanding it to your discretion to do in the matter
as your sound reason will judge. Please convey my respect and service
to Messrs. Gaudard, Ritter, Squire von Graviset and the other good
friends. 71 I intended to write different letters [to them], but the near
departure of the ships and my journey prevented me. In the future I
shall have more material. I am at a very inconvenient place, regarding
paper and ink, writing this I accomplished with difficulty. (The ink
was made altogether of gunpowder). I hope to receive a letter from
70

During this time, the later popular method of immigration by indenturing emigrants as servants had not yet been established; Michel may well be the first reporting this
method.
71
Mr. Gaudard is Georg Ritter's father-in-law. Elisabeth Ritter (Gaudard) served as
godmother at the baptism of the last child of the Ochs-couple in Bern , 1715 .
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you the next spring sent to the following address. 72 Meanwhile I assure you of my service and friendship, remaining
Yours most willingly ready for service,
L. Michel. 73

4-Ritter's Letter to NN:
[From Bern to Graffenried in Yverdon] May 25, 1707
The idea to establish a colony in English America as a haven for
Swiss people in times of war is first expressed by Michel in his 1704
letter to Ochs. It is taken up by Georg Ritter, whom Michel greets at
the end of the letter, together with Ritter's father-in-law. Ritter in turn
prepares a series of proposals for a Swiss colony between 1704 and
1709. At first he submits a draft of a petition to the Protestant French
expatriate Henri, Marquis du Quesne, in Geneva. He does so not simply
to correct the French style appropriate for a letter to the Queen-that
any qualified clerk in Bern could have done . He does so because the
Marquis had had the same ideas that Michel had expressed: the French
expatriate had dreamt of establishing a colony abroad to harbor those
Protestants driven out of their homes by war and the persecution of
Louis XIV. It is thus no mere coincidence that Michel's letter to Ochs
and Ritter's letter to du Quesne are copied by HanB L. Michel into one
and the same manuscript volume.
Ritter also invites a potential collaborator with terms that clarify
his own independence from the Bern government on the one hand, and
his partnership with F. L. Michel and Ochs on the other hand. This May
25, 1707, Ritter letter to an unnamed gentleman is the missing link connecting the recipient NN with the triumvirate's colony plans. 74 There
should be little doubt that Ritter's invitation to work for him as a lobbyist in England, and get reimbursed by him, is meant for the indebted
Landvogt of Yverton, Christoph von Graffenried.
72

No address has come down to us.
According to Hinke , 297 , "M ichel also mentions for the first time George Ritter,
a councillor of the city of Berne." We know of no document that shows Ritter as councillor.
74
Geza Schlitz suggests Graffenried as the recipient of this letter, "Additions to
the History of Swiss Colonization Projects," The North Carolina Historical Review 10
( 1933): 133-41; Hinke curiously suggests envoy Abraham Stanyan (1669-1732) as NN,
the author of An Account of Switzerland. Written in the Year 1714 (London: Printed for
JacobTonson, 1714).
73
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Monsieur:
I have the honor of receiving your letter dated the current l 9'h .
am sending you herewith the translation, the copy of the letter of the
Excellencies our Sovereigns,75 written to his Excellency Monsiet
d' Agliomby 76 as also his reply to the said letter, as well as the copy c
the letter written to me Sept[ember] 11, 1705.
Item, the Copy of a Memorial submitted to his Excellency Monsiet
Staegnian 77 who resides here; you will also find a copy of a draft whic
was submitted to the gentlemen envoys which is only a crude project an
subject to correction. I no longer have the idea of mentioning either th
merchants or the manufacturers as the Board of Trade of Her Majest
might not consider this favorably. It will suffice to speak of the labore1
and artisans for construction as the only manufacturers that we might b
able to transport from here are merely weavers. 78
Finally, we do not at all pretend to prescribe whatsoever to He
Majesty, but to wait for Her graces and privileges which she migt
grant to our design. If she accepts our project we wish that she grant u
gratis a strip of land on the bank of the River Sasquesahanoug 19 at th
point which will be shown you on my map [Carte] by Mr. Perrochet ,1
proportioned to the quantity of people we shall have; this is an un
inhabited land and, as far as I am informed still undivided betwee
Milord Benn and Milord Baltimore, and therefore it belongs to He
Majesty.
We wish also to be under the protection of Her Majesty and unde
the direction of her governor. If the parliament should not wish to natural
ize the whole colony, I hope that at least the leaders of the project will b

75

Ritter speaks of "our" excellencies , implying that the writer and the receiver c
the letter share the same sovereigns : the Bern council with its alternating mayors , Johan
Friedrich Willading ( 1641-1718) and Emmanuel von Graffenried ( I 636-17 I 5).
76 Bern's Council had written to William Aglionby, the English envoy in Zurich, o
March 19, 1705; his answer was received on April 3.
77
Letter to envoy Stanyan of August 25, 1706.
78
The modification shows Ritter's awareness of the time 's preferred English polici
namely to treat the American colonies predominantly as market for Engli sh goods.
79
Grandson Tscharner de Graffenriedt made claims on some land on the Susque
hanna as late as 1788 , albeit unsuccessfully. This claim may have been based on anotherwise unknown -1710 agreement between Graffenried and Penn. See Minutes of th
Supreme Executive Council of PA, vol. 15 (Harrisburg, PA : The State , I 853), 631.
80
Mr. Perrochet is waiting to be identified .
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naturalized: Mr. Frantz Ludwig Michel, Johann Rudolf Ochs and Georg
Ritter-I am the only one who has been working on this affair. We might
add three or six associates, if necessary. I hope that the naturalization
will be granted to us and our inheritors. At the same time if we find some
minerals, iron, lead, tin, copper, etc. they shall belong to the discoverers,
and if we are concluding any reserve, pact or agreement with our laborers
or workers, this should be concluded in those countries.
If Her Majesty agrees to this colony we wish at the same time that
Her Majesty would undertake the transportation of us and our baggages
at her own expense from Rotterdam . If she cannot do it for the whole
colony then at least for the twenty, thirty or fifty people who shall go
first to work the land in order to acquire the necessary food sources and
to prepare lodgings for the followers .
My dear Monsieur, please have the goodness to represent this
whole business to Her Majesty through the council of some milord or
some learned gentleman so that we might enjoy her graces and privileges and succeed in our enterprise, May the Good God aid all by his grace
so that we may establish a church [in his honor]. I also recommend our
project to your good care asking you not to spare any of your contributions as you shall be one of the masters and I shall reimburse your
expenses. 8 1 With all my thanks, I recommend myself to your friendship
and the whole project to the divine protection. Kissing your hands, I
await with pleasure for the happy success,
My dear Monsieur,
Your very humble and obedient
Mr. George Ritter.

5-A Letter to Monsieur George Ritter, Merchant of Bern:
From Wrest in Bedfordshire, March 15, 1707/1708 82
Ritter's hitherto unidentified correspondent in Wrest in Bedfordshire mentions the equally unidentified characters Jenner and Le Fevre.
Although some reasonable assumptions are possible, it will suffice here
to indicate that the name Jenner appears with that of Ochs and his colony petitions in the 1730s. Future research may enable us to determine
81
82

To put it more directly, Ritter offers to employ Graffenried and pay for his services.
See note 74.
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which bearer of the not uncommon name (both in Bern and England) is
meant in the letter below. We know the likewise not uncommon name
Le Fevre mainly as that of a family emigrating from the Palatinate to
New York with the Kocherthal party of 1708/09 and as that of settlers in
Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania, since 1712.
Wrest in Bedfordshire 83
March 15, 1707/8
Monsieur & very dear friend,
The accidents which accompanied my voyage have been the reason why I have not been able to have the honor of writing to you sooner
and of informing you of your future establishment in America. You have
probably learned, Monsieur, that unfortunately I was on that boat which
sank before Ostende and that I was among the thirteen who miraculously saved themselves by swimming, while more than sixty persons
were drowned. But as my hand and foot were wounded this kept me on
the other side of the sea longer than I had wished.
As soon as I arrived in London I sought information concerning
your business and the progress made by Mr. Jenner, 84 but I learned that
far from having made any, he had lost a great deal of ground. You know
that I have written to Mr. le Fevre and that he has taken the trouble to
engage himself in it and has ceased important occupations in order to
see the people who are in position to render you service, the affair being
well on the right track when Mr. Jenner by an approach entirely opposed
to that of Mr. le Fevre spoiled everything; he talked one way and Mr. le
Fevre another which discouraged Mr. le Fevre so much that he ceased
having any more to do with it.
It would have been much better if Mr. Jenner hadn't played the
role of mysterious, but first he told my sister that he didn't want to have
anything to do with this business, after that he told her that he would
work only for himself and later, when we learned that he has acted in
your name and when it was mentioned to him, he replied that he acted
only according to your orders. Then he was told that he would have
done better to have said in the beginning what he wanted to do.

83

We have been unable to identify a contemporary Swiss in Wrest, or anyone with
the name Gaudoz/Gaudot or a similar name in Bedfordshire .
84
The gentlemen Jenner and Le Fevre have not yet been conclusively identified.
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This , my dear sir, is the state in which this affair was when I arrived and which grieved me especially because of you. However, I have
found a friend associated with Milord Sunderland,85 to learn what would
be the best way to follow in order to succeed. 86
He promised me to speak of it and to show me the best ways, but
the fleet which was sent by the French to the coast of Scotland keeps
the Chancellery and the state secretaries visible for every one who approaches them for anything but state affairs. As soon as things change
and this alarm concerning the French calms down, I shall put the iron
in the fire again and I shall go directly to London to see Mr. Adisson 87
whom you mentioned from Milord Sunderland's office in the letter
which you did me the honor to write on the 29 th of February. You can
rely on that as soon as I can I will tell you the effect made by the letter
of Mr. Stanian who was supposed to write him.
P. S. I have not received the letter which you said you had written
me in December.

Gaudoz [Gaudot?] 88

85

This is Sir Charles Spencer, the 3rd Earl of Sunderland ( 1675-1722).
Perhaps because the manuscri pt [Mss .h.h. XI. 8 ( 10c) p. 23] is not easy to deci1her, tran slator Schlitz at this point omits a paragraph of particular interest to us because
t documents the elusive Ochs as involved behind the scenes: "et afin de ne pas perdre de
~ms, J'ecris a mon homme a Londres d'aller de terns a autre a !'office et detacher [or:
acherj de savo ir quand je pourray voir Mr Adisson , afin. queci [or: queil?J luy aille parler, enfin mon cher Monsieur, rien ne sera neglige dans cette Affaire, quand ce ne seroit
pas par inclination, ce doit etre par la reconnaissance que je Yous crueray toujours des
Amities , que Yous m 'avez temoigne. Je Yous prie de faire mes Complimens l1 Mr Oks
& de presenter mes respects a Madame Yotre chere Epouse a qui je suis comme a Yous
Monsieur. P.S Je n'ay point re~u la lettre Que vous dites m' avoir ecrit en Decembre Yotre
tre s humble et tres obeissant Serviteur [Gaudoz or Gaudotj ."
87
1l1is is Joseph Addison 1672- 1719, whose "Campaign" (1704) celebrated the victory of
Marlborough at Blenheim and made the author famous on the continent as well, see also Ophelia
Field, The Kit Cat Club, Friends Who l111agined a Nation (London: Hmper Press, 2008).
88
In lieu of a better identification , this person could perhaps be a Geneva merchant in
Holland , Fran~ois Goudet ( 1654-1719), see De Brie.fivisselin
gn va A11tho11ie Heinsius I 7021720, vol. I edited by A. J . Yeenendaal jr. ('s Gravenhage: Ma1tinus Nijhoff, 1976), 547
[# I 129].
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